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The Editors
PREFACE

Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe

Our conference began with our keynote speaker being moved to our building's roof because of the oversized crowd on what unfortunately turned out to be an unusually cold night in Southern California, and I took it as a good sign that no one left, choosing instead to shiver not so much appreciatively as involuntarily. I am pleased that things got even better. By the end of the following day signs of intense disagreement between people who fundamentally agreed were visible everywhere. In my view, that is an indication that something was done by way of producing useful discourse.

It was very important to us that we were able to do this conference, which we hope will be the first of an ongoing series which will take place every two years, because it is important to us to have an active relationship with the world beyond and around our central concern with making art. We started the Graduate Art Program in 1986 and from the beginning have tried to be a program in which artists are exposed to theory in a helpful way that is integrated with the work they do in the studio. At orientation I always tell the new candidates that we want to be a program from which our graduates leave feeling as comfortable with French philosophy as with American art dealers and, thinking that the way to achieve this is to have minimum contact with the latter and maximum contact with the former while in school, we have managed quite a good history with French intellectuals. In the last five years, Alain Badiou has spoken here more than once, as has Slavoj Žižek, and in past decades we held a sort of conference at a casino on the Nevada border with Jean Baudrillard, and Félix Guattari gave what may have been one of his last lectures here. But we felt this conference went beyond reminding people that we are a graduate program that was open to theory and where theory as well as practice take place—or where they are inseparable in practice. We thought it was specifically important, because that is what we try to do in our program, to have a conference in which artists and theorists sit on panels together, instead, as Annette Weisser
put it, of the theorists talking and the artists doing things during the breaks. In our Program artists and theorists teach together in the same room and our candidates engage equally with both and the conference reflected that approach. In a related regard it was of course similarly useful to us all that the conference was genuinely international in its composition, content, and scope.

It was also particularly important to us because it was about Rancière. His insistence on the irreversible importance of the aesthetic is of crucial importance to what goes on in our school. Our faculty is diverse, so here I’ll put forward what is my own view. That is that Rancière provides a way into two dilemmas in contemporary art, one having to do with how much of it amounts to the suppression of the aesthetic in the name of the political, the other with another kind of historical problem. There are quite a lot of people who would not agree with my feeling that most art nowadays is anthropological, rather than aesthetic in origin and intent, or would at least reject such a description of the distinction I discern. And as the contents of the present volume attest, the question of where the aesthetic is being located and what it is being allowed to do to and with the political tends to be presented in reverse or at least modified form, as a question of what the political may do if it uses the aesthetic as a negative example of how to think.

That is in my view an historical problem in the sense of being a problem that derives from where art’s general epistemology has been recently. It matters little whether the question be approached from one direction or the other, and if this conference did nothing else it will have brought home to its audience the proximity of a certain defining characteristic of both art and politics, which is that both require a working theory of action as a necessity. Before they can be either art or politics, they must be practices after but also before they are ideas. This I think is variously evident in the papers reprinted here, and is in my view inherent in Rancière’s position on categories and competence, when he speaks of ‘a primary aesthetics’ in the sense that even practices that are not ‘artistic’ such as politics presuppose the sensible configuration of a certain world; politics defines a common world, it defines objects as common, which is also to say that it also excludes certain objects from this community. It also defines the form of competence required to see these common objects, to discuss them and to act with regard to them: that is, it distinguishes between those who have this competence and those who do not.”

That also relates to the other kind of historical problem I mentioned, for which I personally look for answers anywhere the aesthetic is still permitted to exist, and which will I think be recognizable to all when presented in the following terms. It is still the case that some part of art education takes place between now quite elderly artists who worked their way through modernism to their present condition, and younger colleagues and particularly students who were born just after it. Soon the elderly ones will be gone and there will only be different states of the post-modern talking to one another in art schools. Rancière’s contribution to thinking about the post-modern as something other than the not-modern, as part of the question of politics and its relation to the historical condition of Schiller’s idea that the origin of the aesthetic object is not in nature but in the aesthetic object, will I think keep him somewhere near the center of pedagogy in graduate art education for the foreseeable future. I think that what was done here was and will be useful in that regard to both arts and scholars, and should like to end this brief preface to their work by personally thanking the participants whose papers are presented here for letting us publish them.

---

1. We are tentatively proceeding a conference on how art got from about 1670 to have for 2013: and on the difference between art and design that may be exposed through a genealogical reading of both terms, and there by the basis for a better theory of what they might have in common, for the year 2015.

2. See the interview with Rancière published in this volume, pp. 10–38.
COMMUNIST EDUCATION

Jan Voelker

I have to start with a deviation from our subject. Some months ago many of us were following as closely as we could the riots in the Arab countries. The events taking place in Tahrir square and elsewhere opened up a new possibility for politics. A feeling of sympathy, close to enthusiasm, arose in us for the strength and the simplicity of this “will of the people,” as Peter Hallward would call it, gathering itself there with the sole aim of emancipation. The absence of any radical Islamist ideology was so blatantly apparent that even Western politicians had to refrain at one point from their instant first reaction, which was to warn us about the danger of instability and the possibility of an Islamist takeover. Indeed, the opposite was happening: it was precisely the absence of any fundamentalist religious speech as well as the absence of any call for Western democracy that were among the decisive characteristics of the protests.

And then we had to admit that this was never thought to be possible. Did we not all implicitly believe the common myth that the people in these countries were not really able to emancipate themselves, but rather could only fall prey to radical Islamism at some point? At least we allowed ourselves to be told by our media and our contemporaries that due to the lack of enlightenment, emancipatory movements would have no chance in the Middle East.

We have been taught the opposite. We have been taught that we have to mistrust our concept of the possible and that we should instead develop our concept of the impossible. What we should learn is that we know nothing about the impossible. We not only know nothing, but we take this lack of knowledge as a lack of existence. And we take it as a barrier for our thought: we literally try to think only within the constraints of our knowledge.

And if it were only for polemical reasons, to begin to learn, to be taught by the impossible, we should remind ourselves that the strongest barrier of impossibility is now on our side: it is in fact impossible to have political uprisings in our secure first world. So there are two faces of the impossible. On the one side it functions as a prohibition, and on the other side it seems that what is new finds its starting point outside of the realm of our knowledge.

We can assert, that it is a fact that for us today politics has become impossible. Politics in the precise sense of the embodying of a new process of emancipation that would be beyond our knowledge of the techniques of society. Without having the space to further elaborate this point, we can cite the name Alain Badiou, who has obviously worked on this knot with the utmost precision.

What we should learn then is that, from the impossible, politics itself can take form. If one supposes that we could learn this from the events in the Middle East, then a fundamental question has to be answered: in what way and to what extent do these events relate to us, to our situation? To this question there is a first, quite common answer. A stupid answer: namely, another question about the continuation of the oil supplies from Libya or bringing up the threat of refugees heading towards European soil. A German newspaper put it the following way: if Saudi Arabia also has its riots, oil prices would be affected dramatically, and then the Arab Spring would finally arrive in Europe—at gas stations.

But the real question is indeed, how do we and how can we relate to the impossible events we witnessed? How can we learn more about the question of the impossible? To say it differently, and to put it as Alain Badiou has put it recently, we should be pupils of these movements. But how can we be pupils of foreign events?

This whole question might be understood as a deviation away from the subject of aesthetic education. But my point will be, as you might guess, that on the contrary this is not a deviation at all, and that we can connect these problems if we look into Rancière’s works on aesthetics, and try to elaborate and extend his argument as to what it means to follow an emancipatory lesson today.

So the first part of the question could be put the following way: is it possible to learn from emancipatory movements? Is something like an emancipatory education possible? To say the least, one would at first say that this is very problematic. We might end up placing the emancipatory movement in the position of some kind of master, and the emancipatory education would, in its educational part, not be emancipatory at all. We cannot be the pupils of these events in the sense that there is some sort of a master–image telling us how emancipation would work not only in this particular instance, but in general. A second argument might state that we simply cannot learn anything from any other moment of emancipation, because the situation is completely different, due to different cultures, etc. But clearly,
these arguments would not be universalist enough. The universalist stance would rather be that those events, as events of emancipation, in their truth address anybody, anybody who is willing to engage himself in the emancipatory process; they are neither a master plan for other situations nor the conception of equality they propose different than any other situation. So, one has to stick to the question even generalize it: is there any possibility of emancipatory education at all?

With Rancière, one has to think emancipation in terms of time and space, and therefore the relation between art and politics, which lies at the heart of Rancière's thought. And in relation to the question of how to learn from emancipatory moments, the question of art will come to be decisive. This would then be the second part of the question: can we frame a certain thought of emancipatory education within the constellation of politics and art that Rancière claims to be central for the aesthetic regime?

The scene of emancipation, or:
How to pass from one to the other

Let us start with the role of education in the process of emancipation. In a recent book, *The Enamcipated Spectator*, Rancière has taken up the thread of education again, which he had opened at a very early stage of his thought. He reminds us of the ignorant schoolmaster Jacotot, to whom Rancière dedicated a book, and he reminds us of the scene of emancipation that was to be found in Jacotot's system of education. The system that Jacotot developed was based on the interruption of the classical scene of education in which a knowing master and an unknowing pupil form the central constellation. In *The Enamcipated Spectator*, Rancière transforms this constellation into the constellation we find in a theatre, namely the constellation of a group of spectators before a performance.

As in his book on Jacotot, where Rancière underlines the relation between the active and the passive, the knowing schoolmaster and the unknowing pupil or the ignorames, Rancière's aim is to change our fundamental conception of the relation between the audience and the work of art. He does not attempt to turn the audience into an active, interacting audience that would be integrated in the performance. Rather one has to interrupt the relation of the master and the pupil at its very roots: Rancière's attempt is— as Jacotot showed—to understand the spectator as someone who already has a certain knowledge. With the help of this knowledge which anybody already has at his or her disposal, this anybody is capable of working on his own sense of the spectacle, of creating his or her own sense of it. Because this power of translation is the capacity of anyone, the community in play is the community of anybodies, unspecified, gathered together only in their common shared capacity to translate.

In turn, the artist, Rancière adds, is not a person transforming his knowledge or his ideas via the medium of the artwork, then placing it into the realm of the spectator; he or she is instead working on the transformation of something he or she does not know into an artwork. So the artist, too, is involved in a process of translation. He is transferring his knowledge into a scene where he is also a spectator and does not know what actually is taking place. The artist makes himself a spectator, while the spectator makes himself a translator, a narraror, or, in short: an artist.

Indeed, Rancière reproduces the scene of Jacotot here. In the book on Jacotot, the teacher becomes an ignorant teacher, and the pupil becomes someone who already has knowledge, and they both come together in a shared absence of a specific knowledge. In the exemplary case of Jacotot, both the teacher and pupil do not speak the language of the other, and so neither one can instruct the other. They cannot communicate. Jacotot had to go into exile, and now he does not know how to continue teaching, since he is not able to communicate with his pupils. But what he does have is a book. In Jacotot's case, it is a copy of Fénelon's *The Adventures of Telemachus*, a bilingual edition with the original text and a translation on facing pages. Not only there is a translation of the French into Flemish; this book is also a translation of a classical text into modernity, so it is really a translation machine. This changes the situation of education. Because now both sides find proof that translation is possible, and word-by-word they can start their own translation and learn the language of the other, without any instruction or explanation. With only a bit of knowledge at their disposal they are able to translate the book: because "everything is in everything" and "all men have equal intelligence"— anybody is able to connect the knowledge he has to new knowledge.

Rancière calls the "normal" situation of education the situation of inequality because it rests on the distinction between the knowing and the unknowing. The situation of emancipation, however, is the situation of equality, because it is free of any determination and it is through learning that both persons will prove that their knowledge is
equally capable of learning the language of the other. They proceed from the knowledge they have and learn by themselves. Nevertheless one has to remember the fact that the emancipatory scene is still a scene of education, and the schoolmaster is an ignorant one, but still a schoolmaster. Rancière’s (and Jacotot’s) objection is directed against the transmission of knowledge from a knowing person to an unknowing. It is this hierarchy that is abolished in the emancipatory scene. But what is still transmitted, even and perhaps most necessarily in the emancipatory scene, is the will. The schoolmaster is able to encourage the will of the other, to make him want to translate. This will is transmitted via the book; this transmission between the two unknowing persons is only possible via the book as a medium.

If we come back to the scene of art, and its relation between an artist and an audience, there is obviously only one candidate left to take the role of the book: the work of art itself. The work of art becomes a kind of third, a mediation between the artist and the spectator. But this middle term does not mediate a specific content. It is an empty place, just as Jacotot’s book is an empty third. Empty in the precise sense that the confrontation between two languages does not exhibit the process of translation; the bilingual book is only a material effect that proves the possibility of a process of translation retroactively.

The problem with this scene of emancipation, as Rancière has several times stated it in relation to Jacotot, is that it does not lead us to any political scene. For Jacotot, emancipation is always possible, but it is always the emancipation of the individual. Nothing leads from individual emancipation to an emancipated society, because the latter is necessarily always structured and hierarchical. In his book Disagreement, Rancière therefore shifts the argument: if Jacotot’s claim was that emancipation will always be lost as soon as an attempt is made to integrate it into the social order of bodies and spaces, Rancière now starts from the axiom that the social order of bodies and spaces inscribes a “wrong” into society, that is, it misrepresents equality. Emancipation can then be thought at the level of communities, because now society establishes scenes of inequality and produces an unspecified, uncounted remainder. This remainder is per se collective. Rancière thus shifts the problem of emancipation from an individual to a collective level.

So emancipatory education seems to encounter a problem, as soon as it translated into the context of a collective. Already in Jacotot’s practice, we seem at some point to lose the idea of the collective or of the community. Clearly, the question of community is also part of the classical scene of education: for it is obvious that if a teacher transmits knowledge to the brains of his pupils, he might be able to build up a sort of a perverted collective, in which everyone knows the same thing in the end. For as long as it has existed, the classical scene of education has been about the reproduction of the state.

In the scene of emancipation, then, this social link is lost. This is indeed not a side effect; the loss of the social link is rather one of the central moments of the emancipation. The emancipatory process consists primarily of a practice of dis-identification: don’t be a knowing teacher anymore, don’t be an unknowing pupil anymore. Emancipation is the loss of roles and places. Jacotot seems to leave us with a mass of emancipated individuals, and it is not clear how to make the way to a political collective from here. Jacotot simply escapes this question by claiming that emancipation cannot rise to the level of society. Impossible.

But even in the emancipatory scene, there are always two. In the scene of emancipation no knowledge will be transmitted, but there is a will to be passed on. You always need the ignorant schoolmaster to encourage the will of the other. To put it differently, looking from the other side, from the side of the one who is seeking knowledge: what you need is not a master, what you need is not only the will to translate and to learn, but also the courage for the new. It is the ignorant schoolmaster who encourages, but the book does as well, as a manifest example that the impossible already has been possible. The schoolmaster can transmit his will, and the book is a material proof of possible emancipation.

Courage, which we can add as a supplement to the Rancièrean framework, can be taken from a famous phrase of Kant that could perhaps serve as a motto for Jacotot’s scene of emancipation: “Have courage to make use of your own understanding!” was Kant’s well-known answer to the question: What is Enlightenment? In this sense, the needed courage is the courage for the new, supplementing the will for new knowledge. So will and courage, in a way, form the link between the emancipated schoolmaster, the pupil who is about to emancipate himself, and the book. But this will is still not a collective will. It is, if one may put it like this, the will of the two.

Now, if we think of a group of pupils, say, it is still unclear if this will also allows us to connect people in an emancipatory moment. We could say that at the heart of the question of education there persists the question of the translation of a dis-identifying and disassociating method into a political collective. Given that this is also the problem of the transition from Jacotot’s emancipatory scene to
a scene of collectivization, I would propose to call it the problem of communist education.

To elaborate this problem, we can change our perspective. In a talk Rancière gave at the first conference on the Idea of Communism in May 2000 in London, he addressed this problem again. He asked: “The question is: how can the collectivization of the capacity of anybody coincide with the global organization of a society? How can the anarchical principle of emancipation become the principle of a social distribution of tasks, positions and powers?” In associating himself with the Badiaí’s Communist Hypothesis, Rancière claims that we need a sort of history of communist moments, which we can soon understand as moments of emancipation. This history would rather be a non-history of moments in which ordinary time is interrupted, a non-history of singular points of timelessness.

Emancipation is always un-timely, being precisely a split within time and space. And if we want to think emancipation in a collective framework—what Rancière here, and I would say after a long time, calls Communism again—we would have to disentangle those communist moments from the narratives that try to join them to a story with a necessity and an inner goal. At the level of structure, we confront the same problem here: how to unite moments of dis-identification? Rancière’s answer seems in part to be that the rethinking of communist moments as they have existed may encourage us or give us “confidence” in the possibility of the impossible. They give us the confidence to think the impossible because they are themselves a collection of impossibilities that happened in space and time. Now, why does Rancière speak of Communism here? He gives three reasons, which I will briefly quote: the first is that the name communism “emphasizes the principle of the unity and equality of intelligences”; the second is that “it emphasizes the affirmative aspect of the process of collectivization of this principle”; and finally “it stresses the self-superseding capacity of the process, its boundlessness, which entails its ability to invent futures that are not yet imaginable.”

The aspects of affirmation and the superseding quality of the process are in a certain sense relatively new in Rancière’s conception of the process of emancipation. One could relate them back to the scene of emancipation and to its notion of the encouragement needed for the process of emancipation to take place. “Communism” names the type of link that was earlier found between the will and courage, that is, a link of indetermination. But in this linking of different scenes of collective emancipation, in this linking of communist moments of the past to those of the future, it is also already collective structures that are linked. If we speak of courage, if we speak of confidence, or the will, we can now speak about a collective courage or collective confidence. We are in the realm of what in a political sense we can call communist education, in the sense Rancière gives to the word: emphasizing the unity and equality of intelligences, the affirmative aspect of the process of collectivization, and the inner boundlessness of this process. Communist education turns the scene of emancipation into a collective one: but a collective scene of confidence and courage for emancipation, not a collective that would in any sense be determined.

So we gain confidence from past moments. But the problem of education also refers us to the question as to how we can be taught by events actually happening in the present? For the time being, we have only transferred the scene of emancipation from an individual level to a collective one, but we still do not see very clearly how the process of collectivization could arise.

I think that we can find in Rancière a very special proposition in which we are taught to be confident not only historically, but in the present. This proposition also concerns the question how this confidence can be built, and where it can be seen from, in those times in which collective emancipation is absent. And, despite all the parallels, I think on this point the art object shows itself to be, for Rancière, a different kind of object than Jacotot’s book was.

The Scene of Art

At the beginning I claimed that if we really want ask how we can learn from emancipatory moments in Rancière, then we would have to ask about art. And after this detour concerning the question of how the individual scene of emancipation can be turned into a collective one, determining the link without a link that courage is, and showing how this courage may be won historically, we can now finally turn to art. The first question is simple and obvious. If what I would like to call—for reasons that will soon be explained—the scene of art reproduces the scene of emancipation as witnessed in Jacotot, do we not encounter once again the problem that the scene of art is not a political scene and there is no path that leads from the scene of art to a political scene? As we have seen, Rancière draws parallels between the scene of art and Jacotot’s scene of emancipation, and we actually do encounter the same problem here. But with a slight change indeed, because now the question is rather how to get from
the scene of an object (of art) to a subjective process. It is not about emancipation as a process between two individuals anymore, but about emancipation as a subjective process in relation to a specific object. Still, one could say that this closely resembles the scene of emancipation and the importance of the book in it. But the role of the book in Jacobot and the role of work of art function differently, and I will try to explain why.

In his book *The Emanated Spectator*, Rancière asserts that "Emancipation begins when we challenge the opposition between viewing and acting; when we understand that the self-evident facts that structure the relations between saying, seeing and doing themselves belong to the structure of domination and subjection," and this definition is meant to define the disruptive effect of artworks, though we could also relate it to Jacobot.

In the book cited, Rancière is speaking about works of art, mostly theatrical performances. Such performances, like any other art work belonging to the realm of the aesthetic regime, can be characterized following Rancière as something producing sensory anomalies, disrupting the orders of time and space, dissolving the chain of causation and effect. In this way, art objects or scenes of art produce an effect of disruption. And with regard to the spectator they produce a dis-identification, and even a "community of dis-identified persons." Artworks neither represent emancipation nor do they immediately incorporate it. They are some kind of third, like Jacobot's book, and they can be a tool of emancipation.

Now it is here that one encounters several problems. First, it is clear that Rancière conceives of artworks as related to emancipation. But it is far from obvious how to understand this relation when we have to understand emancipation as something more than Jacobot did, as more than individual emancipation.

The first thing we can observe is that both the book in Jacobot's emancipatory scene and the work of art occupy the place of the object. There are individuals who emancipate themselves in relation to a certain object. Emancipation itself can never be objectified; it can never be caught in determinations and definitions, it is a purely subjective process, but it is a process in relation to objects or to objectivity. The object itself cannot be emancipatory: we cannot say that Jacobot's book in itself is emancipatory, or possesses some strange emancipatory energy. Neither can we say anything similar about the work of art. But it does have a certain political effect. It has, as Rancière puts it, "a political effect to the extent that the loss of destination it presupposes disrupts the way in which bodies fit their functions and destinations." This is where the aesthetic and the political intersect, at the site of the disruptive effect.

But let us stay with the object for a moment. The work of art disrupts the normal order of the sensible, and the political procedure finds its starting point in such a disruption. This disrupting of the normal order of space and time is a negative effect of the work of art. It is its de-specification, its not-fitting-in, its withdrawing from the structure of distinction, its undecidability as an object that makes it a strange, alien object in time and space. As an object in time and space, the art object claims to be itself another, general order of space and time in the same moment it continues to remain an alien object within the normal order of space and time. This other space and time, which it is, as even it remains inside the same, normal space and time—because the work of art disrupts the order of the sensible as a sensible being itself—can therefore only be a split. It is a split in the order of space and time in the precise sense of being both out of and in this world. It is in this world, made out of it, and outside of it.

What is the object that is called an art object, then? We are left with two possibilities: either we understand objects of art to be those objects that are singular ruptures in the sensible, or we assert that this split in the sensible can be encountered anywhere, and everything can possibly be a work of art. The second answer resembles the Deleuzian one, in the sense of an event that would be integrated into the universality of being. Rancière's answer seems to be the first one, emphasizing that objects of art objectify ruptures of the sensible in the form of produced objects.

If we now move to the side of the spectator, we encounter the same question: either we conceive of the spectator as dependent on the concrete object in his process of emancipation, or we understand the spectator as fully independent of the object. If he or she were dependent on the object of art in the process of emancipation, we would have to assume that art objects are in the position of mastery in the process of emancipation. Only artworks would be able to initiate the process of emancipation in the spectator. If we strengthen this position a bit further, we could say that this position resembles the aesthetics of the sublime, insofar as only the art object would have the power to produce a disruptive shock. And, on the other side if he or she were fully independent, we would completely lose the connection to the works of art. For Rancière, as I would like to put it, the spectator is not independent, for it is in the process of emancipation that he establishes a link of indetermination in relation to the work of art.
What the spectator has to do, then, is translate the process inherent in the work of art into his own emancipation. But this process is a process of dis-identification. It is a process of dis-identification and a process of learning that the impossible is possible, that it is possible to do what one cannot do. To speak another language in the case of Jacotot, or create different orders of the sensible in the case of works of art—both are scenes of emancipation. As in the scene of emancipation in Jacotot, we learn from the scene of art to deploy our own (non-ideological) will, and we learn that we have the capacity to learn and do what we will. As with Jacotot's book, the work of art does not teach us any knowledge, but rather teaches us a confidence in the impossible. This confidence has then to be turned into a knowledge again, because we do not speak any language based on confidence alone. What the object really teaches us is the confidence to turn the impossible into the possible.

The object of art, however, teaches in a different way than Jacotot's book. In contrast to the scene of emancipation, the scene of art contains a certain collective dimension, but in contrast to a political scene, the scene of art is not yet fully collectivized. Take the way Rancière speaks about the process of emancipation in relation to the spectators:

The collective power shared by spectators does not stem from the fact that they are members of a collective body or from some specific form of interactivity. It is the power each of them has to translate what she perceives in her own way, to link it to the unique intellectual adventure that makes her similar to all the rest in as much as this adventure is not like any other.16

It is a shared effect of disruption that forms the aesthetic community, we could say. So here the aesthetic community is formed through the collective experience of a singular situation of dis-identification. But, as Rancière does not want to add, from this kind of intellectual awareness there is no road that leads to a political community. Again, there is no path from an aesthetic emancipation to a political scene. But if we return to the moment of confidence which Rancière described in relation to the communist moments, could we not say that works of art can give us confidence that a different order of the sensible is possible? And could we not say that this confidence is in itself only possible as a collective effect, precisely because the art scene is not an individual scene, but a scene that we could call public? It is public because it is in space and time, and because it directly refers to space and time. If the book is a translation machine, the scene of art is a direct intervention in space and time. And, publicly, it immediately addresses everyone. This is also why art objects actually form scenes of art, because they are always necessarily integrated in a space and a time, and as a split in space and time they depend on a public "audience." Otherwise the intervention in space and time through the art object would not be real.

The universal address via the medium of an object is what the spectators witness. A universal address, because it is a singular object in space and time, and as such it addresses potentially everyone. Ruptures in space and time are totalizing: they are perhaps minimal points, but they claim to be a totality. They are and they claim to be objective. So there is an address to everyone, but this address is only a negative one, because the art object is only a rupture in space and time that shows the spectator negatively that there is a distribution of space and time that does not relate to us at all and that there are other possible distributions, and that therefore the possibility of other distributions will bring a founding equality to light. And therefore equality is always there and will always already have been there. But: what is this addressing of everyone in the singular distribution like? How can it touch us, if we are not able to see it, because this rupture is in itself nothing, being only a material effect in space and time?

There is a famous passage in Kant's Conflict of the Faculties that is very similar to Rancière's claim about the spectator, although he himself does not mention it. Kant is writing about the French Revolution, and for him it is essentially the spectator of the event who is the important figure. Kant writes that

The revolution that we have seen taking place in our own times in a nation of gifted people may succeed, or it may fail. It may be so filled with misery and atrocities that no right-thinking man would ever decide to make the same experiment again at such price, even if he could hope to carry it out successfully at the second attempt. But I maintain that this revolution has aroused in the hearts and desires of all spectators who are not themselves caught up in it a sympathy that borders almost on enthusiasm, although the very utterance of this sympathy was fraught with danger. It cannot therefore have been caused by anything other than a moral disposition within the human race.7
Instead of reading here an indication of a tendency towards morality in mankind, one can also understand this differently. At this point we should take up an argument that Rado Rihá develops in his reading of the Kantian critique. Rihá shows how reason has to criticize itself, to make the constitution of objectivity through the faculty of understanding first of all possible. In the process of this self-criticism, reason also enables itself to appear in the empirical realm: namely as the present absence of a truth-fiction, the present absence of an absolute, or, in Kantian terms, the present absence of ideas of reason. This appearance of an idea in the empirical realm Rihá calls a de-realization of the world, a de-realization of reality. The eyes of the spectators of the French Revolution, Rihá concludes, de-realize the world in this sense. Now this de-realization is part of the constitution of objectivity, part of the work of reason. The objectivity based on this de-realization is the same objectivity as before, with the minimal change that it now appears in the light of the idea, a minimal change that changes everything.

With Rihá, and modifying his argument for our purposes, we could say that in the eyes of the enthusiastic spectators the shimmer of the idea is mirrored, but this very idea is nothing less than a de-realization of reality. The de-realization of reality is not only the work of the idea, it also enables us to see that there is more in this world than we are able to see. There is something present as absent, and this is, in the sense of art, the universality of space and time as equally addressing one, not as a physical presence, but rather as the present absence of this universality. So this universality for all does not exist the way an empirical fact does; it emerges from the de-realization occurring before our eyes as existent (taking up another formulation of Rihá's that refers back to Badou) in the world.

Coming back to the spectator in Rancière, we have to shift this argument a bit. We could understand the Rancièrean spectator as someone who becomes a possible mirror of the idea of equality. Becoming a possible mirror of the idea of equality makes the spectator on the one hand part of an emancipatory process that is, on the other hand, not the direct, determined result of the work of art. The spectator does not experience a power in him as an individual, but he experiences the power of an idea that integrates him into a collective subjectivity. The point I want to make is: the work of art can be considered a de-realization of the order of the sensible, and this present absence integrates the individual spectator into a collective process of dis-identification. The de-realization has a universal address, it is embodied in the specific work of art, but it addresses everyone. The world of things, the world of the object is not all, there is more to it than we can grasp with our senses. On what we grasp with our senses is not all, there is more in it than what we grasp with our senses.

The art object displays this absence of a totality negatively, it is in the world and out of this world. It unfolds its effects only in the sensible, because it is a sensible object and claims to be a totality. It claims to be another total reality of space and time, but in this way it shows that the sensible we know is not all. In this, its negative effect, the work of art integrates the spectators. It integrates them directly, because of their physical presence, which is directly connected to this split in the order of the sensible.

When Jacottot's book unfolds its emancipatory effect through the help of the will of the ignorant schoolmaster, the art object offers this universal address as a concrete being that realizes its de-realization in its concrete presence, and it therefore unfolds its emancipatory effect everywhere it is. So this scene is not the scene of the two, but the scene of the concrete presence of anyone.

The affirmation of this moment (or of the scene of art) would be the affirmation of a collectivizing moment of the idea of equality. This neither leads us to a political party, nor turns the artwork into some kind of master of emancipation. It still does not lead us to a political scene. But it is a mediator between the individual scene of emancipation and the political, collective subjectivation.

This, one could understand, is Rancière's claim: today we have to start from the split in the sensible and see that the normal order of the sensible is not all. The sensible is the realm of the objective, and art is its split, and this split in being is the only moment that allows us to become subjects, starting from an absence, a present absence in space and time. Which will then allow us to learn that objective reality is always constituted through a kernel of non-objective reality.

Art is, then, the most radical education in emancipation, because it is an objective education: the scene of art is concerned with a de-realizing object. We have historical confidence through communist moments, and we have individual confidence through intellectual emancipation. But what we also have to learn is that objectivity is incomplete, and that in this incompleteness we inexist as subjects. It is through this objectivity that we can learn that we, not being objects, can become subjects. And it is from this breaking up of objectivity, which we can realize in events like those in Tahrir Square, that we can learn that we inexist in that which is called the impossible. Because, as a real spectator, we always take part in what is happening without being part of it.
COMMUNIST EDUCATION

PAPER VOICES

Claire Fontaine

Carpeaux, child, workers, scientists and peasants are not the usual students of philosophy books. They often encounter the same kinds of philosophical ideas in their work. However, the way these ideas are presented and discussed is different from the way they are presented in books. Philosophy books are usually written in a way that is easy to understand, but the way these ideas are presented in their work is often more difficult to understand. This is because the way these ideas are presented in their work is often more difficult to understand, but the way they are presented in books is usually more difficult to understand.
Without wanting to give an answer to this question whose pertinence doesn't even need to be discussed, we will try to conclude with a hypothesis. If Ranciere's theory remains exposed to the danger of its own paradoxes, it might all the same achieve some coherence on another level. But it does so only when it doesn't explicitly revolve around contemporary art. It finds a tone and a language that can coexist with the desire for freedom without showing the way to follow and without presenting any ethical position—leaving us, indeed, alone in the deceptive company of words.
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THE MASTER IN HIS PLACE: JACQUES RANCIERE AND THE POLITICS OF THE WILL

Jason E. Smith

There is nothing the schoolmaster can hide from him, and nothing he can hide from the master's gaze. The circle forbids cheating, and above all that great cheat: *I can't, I don't understand.* There is nothing to understand. Everything is in the book.

Jacques Ranciere, *The Ignorant Schoolmaster*

2. There is a certain assumption made by even the most perspicacious readers of Ranciere that, in the words of one of those readers, his work in all of its phases and fields of intervention (history, philosophy, literary and film theory, aesthetics) is motivated by a "subversion of mastery." I want to begin this essay by arguing that, for Ranciere, it is in fact the presence of the master in the pedagogical scene that makes possible the unfolding of the emancipatory process. He or she is guided by the maxim that must orient any egalitarian sequence: you can, the master asserts, precisely because "there is nothing to understand." Far from being banished from the process of emancipation, the master plays a decisive role whose exact effects we must examine.

Let's begin with Ranciere's explicit formulations concerning the place of the master in the community of equals. What we witness in these formulations is not a deposing of the master in the name of a libertarian pedagogy or a proposal for a popular "self"-education to be undertaken on the basis of the abolition of the pedagogical scene and its structural poles of teacher and student. Ranciere does not mince words here. What he outlines is not the suppression of the master or the emergence of an "equality" between teacher and student that echoes the flexible organization of the contemporary production process and behind whose affirmations of egalitarianism lurk what was once called the "tyranny of structurelessness." What Ranciere proposes instead is a rearticulation of the place of the master in the scene of pedagogy. We find
there a master who is not identified as the possessor of knowledge or as the measure of intelligence, but as a presence that "absolutely commands" the will of the student, who must in turn necessarily "obey" that of the master. The emancipatory scene is not founded on the deposing of the master, but on the splitting off of the place of mastery from the possession of knowledge. If an egalitarian pedagogy begins from the assumption that all intelligences are equal—that there is no distinction between the rational, methodical thought of the master and the groping experimentation of the student who compares facts and recounts stories—this equality can only be enforced, that is, be real, through the paradoxical submission of the student's will to that of the teacher's: "In the experimental situation Jacotot created, the student was linked to a will, Jacotot's, and to an intelligence, the book's—the two entirely distinct. We will call the known and maintained difference of the two relations—the act of an intelligence obeying only itself even while the will obeys another will—emancipation."  

The schoolmaster is ignorant but he still exercises a will over the student, and this command is, as Rancière reiterates, "unconditional." Because pedagogy cannot be institutionalized, the master who commands the scene of instruction is identified with the place or name of the Father. The ignorant schoolmaster's "place" is

where the unconditional exigency of the will is incarnated. Unconditional exigency: the emancipatory father is not a simple, good-natured pedagogue; he is an intractable master. The emancipatory commandment knows no compromises. It absolutely commands of a subject what it supposes it is capable of commanding itself. 

There is an analogy, perhaps lazy or misleading, linking Rancière's distinction between the person of the master and the "place" of mastery with Claude Lefort's too-well known definition of the democratic form of politics as founded on the emptying out of the place of power, and the establishment of a contingent link between the place of power itself and whatever or whoever occupies that place. Rancière emphasizes this obliquely at certain moments in his account of Jacotot's theory, when he stresses that in certain circumstances the position of the master could be occupied by another student ("each ignorant person could become for another ignorant person the master") in a kind of community of mutual masters (or slaves?) or perhaps by the "constraint of the situation" whose

"urgency demands destroying the states of explicative progression." You can even occupy the place of the master yourself, in a certain type of self-mastery, if you are "propelled by [your] own desire." If "a person may need a master when his own will is not strong enough," as Rancière qualifies it ("may"), what is absolutely necessary in the scene of emancipation is the presence of a force, a compulsion and an urgency applied to the will of the student in order that the student assume responsibility for his or her own intelligence, a will that compels the student to obey, paradoxically, his or her own intelligence alone.

What the master—whether teacher, fellow student, or the pressure of events—requires of the student is simply "attention." The task of the master is to compel attention, which is to say to verify that the path taken by the student—a path that is not the book's of a methodical procedure, but the rigorous striving of an intelligence attentive to facts and their combination—is chosen and followed with discipline. This discipline is defined first and foremost as a staying close to itself of the act of thought, a "reflection" in which the intelligence—before the production of any positive knowledge—is conscious of its own activity and "knows its own power." This task of verification, in which the master merely observes and compels attention, is supplemented by a more hands-on application of the will; the master must "demand speech" from an intelligence that will otherwise remain unaware of its own power or will have "given up [se délassait]," announcing "I cannot" before sinking into silence.

The name for the will's renunciation of itself is contempt. Society, Rancière argues, is founded on just such a contempt for oneself and for others. To be social is to succumb to distraction. But distraction is not, as the term implies, a mere loss of tension or vigilance, a spacing out or dispersal of the will. To renounce one's own power is an act: it is a "perversion" of the will. Just as for Kant so-called "radical" evil could not be attributed to the triumph of the pathological or sensible over reason and the will but was understood, to the contrary, as a manifestation of a positive wickedness that actively wills the worst, so here distraction is not a mere "torpor of the flesh," but a veritable "act of the mind underestimating its own power." In this sense, we can understand society and its distribution of capacities and qualifications to be founded on both contempt for oneself and one another and on a passion for inequality: not a succumbing to the dead weight of social division, but a furious will to implement it. It is a passion shot through with
fear, fear first of all of oneself and one's power, "fear in the face of what a reasonable being owes to itself." It is an anxiety before the infinite, before the "infinite task." The practice of equality requires and unleashes in the world. This task is infinite because the infinite exists only in act, that is, in the act of its verification. It cannot be achieved through the production or founding of an institution, but only through the resumption of its act of rupture with every institution. The infinite task of emancipation must be clearly distinguished, however, from its double or "ape" (the final chapter of The Ignorant Schoolmaster goes by the title "The Emancipator and his Monkey [Singe]"), the infinite task implied by the idea of progress. For there are, in fact, two orders of the infinite: the infinity of emancipation, in its endless dialectic of presupposition and verification of equality, and the incremental acquisitions and accumulation of progress, whose every step restores the very distance it claims to bridge, and whose "reasoned progress" is tantamount to "an indefinitely reproduced mutilation." The claim to institute emancipation, which is to have done with it, can only ever give rise to a "ploy, a school or a military unit."

2. What this conception of emancipation proposes is not a solution to the riddles of revolutionary politics, but a particularly dramatic separation between the logic of society and the immanent rationality of egalitarian practices. The very idea of society, in Rancière's account of Jacotot's theory, is founded on the "primal passion" of contempt as I have already laid it out: contempt for others, contempt for oneself. This contempt takes the specific form of a denial or foreclosure of the axiom whose positing triggers and orientates the aleatory course of emancipation: the assertion, indemonstrable but eminently verifiable, that there is only one intelligence. This contempt is not something to which one merely falls prey. The denial of the equality of intelligence requires an effort of the will. Prostration before power is not only the effect of the forces of social gravity, the tug that pulls a body into its assigned place, role and task. Society is founded on an originary division of intelligences, a division between what gets called reason and the merely sensible knowledge produced by the comparison and translation between facts. This production of reason through a division of intelligence is irrational, because arbitrary. Rancière even speaks of the "fiction" of the social. If the order of society has a certain logic—what in Disagreement will be called the "logic" of the police—the foundation and reproduction of this order is, in turn, absolutely contingent, arbitrary, and unjustifiable. The reproduction of this order requires coercion. Society is "war." But: "by the term 'war,' let us not think here of any fatal clash of material forces." The war that Rancière speaks of here, before and perhaps instead of being a confrontation between materially determined social forces—class struggle, to make things absolutely clear—is a mode of speech, a form of mastery that speaks not in order to "demand speech" (as the emancipatory "father" does), but in order to silence, that is, to explain [explique] why it is that you cannot speak: "It makes its goal the other's silence, the absence of reply, the plummeting of minus into the material aggregation of consent."†

There can be no struggle undertaken in the name of another, more egalitarian society. For, as we have seen, the name society is, for Rancière's Jacotot, by definition an order of inequality, founded on a division not of labor, first and foremost, but of intelligences. If the Marxist reflection of the worker's movement has always conceived of the real movement of emancipation as the production, through struggle, of another society—a society that would, once rationally constructed, spell the end of the political and give birth to the administration of things—the communism proposed by Jacotot is the formation of a community of emancipated individuals, not the abolition, by a determined class, of the society of classes:

There cannot be a class of the emancipated, an assembly or a society of the emancipated. But any individual can always, at any moment, be emancipated and emancipate someone else, announce to others the practice and add to the number of people who know themselves as such and who no longer play the comedy of inferiorities. A society, a people, a state, will always be irrational. But one can multiply within these bodies the number of people who, as individuals, will make use of reason, and who, as citizens, will know how to seek the art of raving as reasonably as possible.

Equality is refractory to the law. The practice of equality will never become the foundation of a new society. The power unleashed by the process of emancipation cannot, therefore, be understood as the constitutive power of a people, the force of whose actions alone posit and legitimate or guarantee the relative justness of a given social order. Insofar as the social order is arbitrary, and insofar as this arbitrariness is redoubled by the divison—the raving of false
reason—that attempts to rationalize the radical contingency of this order, society can be pronounced a fiction, which is also to say, a "machine." This active reason of equality, the intelligence that manifests itself through the attention of the will and is verified in the "material ideality" of the book, cannot find another order, but must "circulate" within this machine, neither making it run nor shutting it down: "whoever forsakes the workings of the social machine has the opportunity to make the electrical energy of emancipation circulate."

To circulate within the social machine is to leave its gears without grit. The process of emancipation occurs through a movement of separation, the taking of a distance. Rancière insists that the practice of emancipation, because its own rationality necessarily breaks with, while remaining indifferent to, the social order, falls nowhere on the classical scale or continuum that measures the intensity of social transformation. Emancipation will never appear "on the program of reformist parties, nor should intellectual emancipation be inscribed on the banners of sedition." Rancière even underlines that individuals—which we should understand, the minimal cell of master-pupil-book—can pursue the infinite task of emancipation within society while "respecting" that society itself. But that respect, it should be made clear, signals less an identification with that order than a wary distance assumed from within; respect necessarily implies, in these terms, a refusal to "believe" in the social fiction.

Through this gap between respect and belief, the current of emancipation runs.

Jacotot's and Rancière's separation of the rational inflammation of emancipation and the irrationality of "reasoned progress" represents an impassé that Rancière's work subsequent to The Ignorant Schoolmaster will attempt to breach. For if the logic of the social order is here identified with a perversion of the will, and Rancière already calls consensus, there seems to be no corresponding moment of disensus in this account, in which the configuration of the sensible—the contingency of a given "partition"—is suspended and, perhaps, displaced. Disagreement is entirely devoted to notching the site where the process of emancipation, politics [la politique], intersects with and interrupts the machine of the police order [le police]: the political [le politique], or in other iterations, the community or communism, is the name for these scenes or "moments." But even with this novel account in the later work of the retroactive inscription of the "social effects" of politics, the propositions regarding the nature of the emancipatory process in Rancière's account have given rise to a series of objections, all of which we might file, to echo Rancière's break after 1968 with the milieu of Althusserianism and the politics of the 1970s as well as his subsequent polemics with the ex-Marxist "new philosophers" in the mid-to-late 1970s, under the charge of "leftism." Let me quickly resume these objections: the political overdetermination of knowledge in his critique of scientism, the symbolic conception of social war as the production of an exclusion or silence rather than a confrontation between material forces or classes, a transhistorical concept of the social that is both dehistoricized and can account neither for transformations of power nor for the isolating of weak links, a refusal to locate any communist tendencies immanent to a given form of power and a corresponding bracketing of questions of strategy—which might locate where force is most effectively deployed in a given conjunction—and class composition—which might locate which actors prefigure forms of struggle and organization that can produce a transition to a new society. In short, leftism in this particular configuration would amount to a voluntarism—a folding back of revolutionary initiative entirely on the will of the individual to be emancipated, without regard for the material conditions that determine the capacities of a given will. What is more, and perhaps worse: all subjection, in turn, is an affair of the will and persuasion. All servitude is voluntary.

3. In a remarkable essay published more or less contemporaneously with his book on Jacotot, Rancière recounts the experiences and ambitions of the young workers who, fresh from the insurrectionary experiences of 1830—and in particular from the implementation of the modern strike as a tactic and figure of struggle that transforms material conflict into a "rational demonstration"—attempt to bridge the separation between the process of emancipation on the one hand and the socio-economic distribution of capacities on the other. Where Jacotot had insisted on the dissociation necessary to trigger a properly egalitarian sequence and the rising up of a common or community, this community must remain "inconsistent," as Rancière puts it, void of any substantial foundation, and contracted into the repeated acts of its instantiation. The act involved here is characterized by its discreteness: what is put into play in this performative act, however long it lasts, is the articulation of two wills, that of the teacher who refuses to explain and a student who refuses to assume his or her "master" has anything to explain and so turns to the "thing in common" standing between them, in which alone the singleness of the intellect can be verified.
Community is therefore founded on the assumption or axiom that intelligence is one, and the corresponding “proof” of this singleness of the intellect, its being shared universally and equally, is the materiality, the thingliness of the book, or more precisely, the “material ideality” of language itself. If intelligence is one, it is not collective: it is appropriated each time in a singular configuration between wills and the thing that measures the distance between them. Equality can be made actual, “realized,” but this effectivity can, as I have already underlined, never take the form of a social or public institution. This is why it “takes place, but has no place”28, why it occurs, but is always missing from its place. Here, then, it is necessary to distinguish between the act and the actual. The real of emancipation can never take the form of what is actual, that is, the filling out of a sketched possible. The emancipatory act is defined by its capacity to break with the Aristotelian schema of actualization: not a potentiality to be made manifest, but a double movement of presupposition and verification. The act is suspended between its status as axiom and as fact. Its punctuality is, rather, its recursivity; its presence, the tension between an always-prior assumption and indefinite process of verification.

Now it is precisely this separation between emancipatory act and social effects that is questioned by those workers who passed through the crucible of the revolt of 1830, who undertake to realize—or at least to hypothesize and experiment with—the “social inscription” of the egalitarian prescription, despite or in defiance of Jacobin’s cautions. In his description of Jacobin’s own itinerary of emancipation, Rancière underlines that it is Jacobin’s experience of the French Revolution—and not just any moment of that sequence, but 1789–1793—that stands in the place of the “master,” with the force of events (“the peril of the country”); “engender[ing] ... unknown capacities,” whose “urgency demand[ed] destroying the stages of explicative progression.” This aspect of Rancière’s account of the relation between master and student has generally been overlooked; it puts a revolutionary sequence itself, a situation of “danger”—the armed counter-revolutionary forces besieging the revolutionary process—in the place of the master who conducts, leads and even enforces the emancipatory process in times of relative peace. The eruption of social war in 1830 may in fact play the same role here, of that pressure that, in the absence of a particular relation between will and will, demands of the workers as a collective force a type of speech, or to return to my opening paragraphs, to the production of two statements: we can, because there is nothing to understand.

In The Ignorant Schoolmaster, Rancière stressed the importance of the fable of Menenius Agrippa in the discourse of the workers’ emancipation movement, citing in particular the version and reading proposed by Pierre-Simon Ballanche in order to underline the performative contradiction between the content of the fable itself—Agrippa comes to the plebeians to explain to them the “reasons” for social inequality—and the scene or staging of the fable itself: in order for the plebeians to understand their subordination, they must be capable of understanding to begin with, that is, to share the space of speech and reason with those who deny them this very capacity. The workers fresh from the insurrectionary experience of 1830 read the fable differently. Or, they placed the emphasis not so much on the content of the speech and its presuppositions as on the “event” the precedes it:

[They] shift the emphasis still again, the strong moment of the scene: no longer only from the content of the fable to the speaking situation which gave rise to it, but to that of the event that precedes this situation and imposes it. In order for Menenius Agrippa to compose his fable, it was necessary that the Plebeians withdraw to the Aventine, but also that they speak, give themselves a name, and make it understood [faissent entendre] that they are themselves speaking beings to whom one should speak [il convient de venir parler].29

The plebeians do not simply secede from the city, they also begin to speak, speak by giving themselves a name, a name by which they can be called to appear before an other, and be addressed. The emphasis here, it seems to me, is on the question of a certain deployment of force. The ascension of the plebeians is not simply the suspension of the material relations that constitute the social strata of Roman society; it is also just as importantly the constitution of a “polemical site” (or “polemical space”) where the root resonating in the adjective polemical—polemós—must be understood at once as an act of war and as space of liguishness, a dispute between speaking beings that cannot be mediated by a given form of legality or settled by a third-party, by an arbitrator. The polemós produces a space common to the plebeians and the patricians in the very act of separation, and this space is to a certain extent forced on the patricians: they have no choice but to listen to these people, these people who only a moment before were capable only of signaling, through
cries and moans, the abjection of the most common pleasure and the suffering of martyred pain.

This is why Rancière suggests that the solution to the impasse posed by Jacobot requires reaching back for a moment prior to the narrative, to what he calls a historical term that nevertheless underlines the conflictual dimension of the polemical moment of secession as “inaugural violence”.

The community of speaking beings founds its effectiveness on a preliminary violence. The essence of this violence—foreign to every counting of the dead and wounded—is to render visible the invisible, to give a name to the anonymous, to make speech heard there where before only sound was perceived.”

To speak of violence here is to speak of what could be called a “transcendental violence,” if by this we mean a violence that warps, deforms or reconfigures the conditions of phenomenalization, “before” the occurrence of any empirical violence—including the violence of class warfare, whether in the form of the extortion of surplus-value in the hidden spaces of the factory or the very public forms of confrontation between classes in a material confrontation—in which the given actors and forms of activity are already identified, given. But we can also understand violence here to mean the manner in which the dominant forces in a given society are compelled to acknowledge the emergence of a new force in the space of social conflict, even if this acknowledgement takes the manifest form of a revolution. In the scene on the Aventine, the plebeians exercise a will; they impose their collective will on the dominant classes of Rome. Or, in Rancière’s terms, what happens in the passage from the emancipatory scene in Jacobot’s pedagogy to the exemplary scene of social “emancipation” is the transformation of a relation between two wills: “a will-to-say” on the part of the student, and a “will-to-hear” the speech of the student on the part of the master,” that is, to verify the student’s “attention” by referring it to the materiality of the book—to the “staging of an obligation to hear [entendre],” where obligation refers not to a moral or juridical prescription, but to the undeniable presence of the presence of the plebeians (or the proletarians of the workers movement in their most insurrectionary moments), of their having the initiative, of their having instituted a polemical front at the heart of society.

Such “moments” are exceptional. The space they produce cannot hold out; and yet they inscribe “social effects.” The form of effectiveness manifested by the Aventine secession and all of the stagings of polemical moments since—it is a single history, unbroken yet discontinuous—cannot be the founding of an institution, but only the reconfiguration of the space of appearing. Such an account requires that the very concept of society be defined not as a system of needs, as the organization of production and the distribution of wealth that would be opposed to the “rationality” of the state, nor as the site of material forms of conflict, whether in the factory or in the streets; society is simply the name for the triage of social capacities, the splitting of the intelligence in two, the way the border between what appears and what stays muffled is policed by forces that range from agencies of the state to the “well-meaning” discourses of the Left and its proposed solutions to the social question.

The lingering question posed by Rancière’s account of the social effectiveness of the egalitarian prescription, however, is the role of the master. We will recall that the core of Jacobot’s pedagogical theory was not the suppression or “subversion” of mastery, but the dissociation of the place of the master—and, specifically, his will, his exacting of speech from the student who otherwise has contempt for himself—from the presumed possession of knowledge. The master is a master because he does not know. A magisterial ignorance is, instead, a kind of meta-knowledge, that is, a decision: intelligence is one. But Rancière insists, in reading Jacobot, that this single intelligence is not a collective one (much less a “general intellect”). That intelligence be dispersed among individuals is the very condition of equality; equality is what must be appropriated, each time, over and over again. What is proposed in the displacement toward the “social effects” of emancipation is also a confrontation between two wills, and one intelligence: the will of the plebeians imposes a reconfiguration of the sensible; it makes it self-evident and undeniable that there is only one speech, one reason, polemically shared out between opposed social forces.

If we recall the specific situation of the emancipatory scene in Jacobot, the slumbering capacity of the student must be awakened by a type of vanguard, that is, a master or someone holding the place of the master who has already been emancipated. This emancipation, again, does not take the form of a prior possession of knowledge, but a prior demonstration of the capacity for anyone at all to verify, in a disciplined process, the sameness of the intellect.
The movement from individual emancipation to the constitution of a polis-like space that is collective in nature effaces, then, the differences internal to the plebeian forces arrayed on the Aventine, or in the streets of Paris for that matter. What the difference between wells in the pedagogical scene made room for was the application of one well upon another. It left room, it left a place for the master. This place is swallowed up in the space of politics.

What would be the place of the master in politics? In other words, under the interrogation of what "intractable master" would the plebeians of ancient Rome have begun the disciplined process of demonstrating the openness of intelligence, the axiom of equality? Clearly, the place of the master in the revolutionary tradition produced by the confluence of the workers' movement and Marxism was occupied by the problem of organization, by the need to bring together the strategic analysis of a theoretical knowledge or science with the already existing initiatives and struggles of the workers' movement. And if we were to separate, as does Jacott, the place of the master from the possession of knowledge? What is projected in this thought experiment are perhaps the outlines of a new logic of organization, whose fundamental ambition and task is not the strategic guidance of the revolutionary forces latent in society and in the production process, but the cultivation of the will of the dominated, that is, a certain attention to their own powers and capacities, and a refusal to allow those powers to be forgotten, or this attention to be replaced with the self-contempt that is the condition of domination, the fertile soil of consensus.

1 See, for example, Peter Hallward's excellent critical account of Ranciere's oeuvre, "Jacques Ranciere and the Subversion of Mastery," SuFiLg 26:1 (2006): 36-49.
2 I am referring, of course, to Jo Freeman's well-known 1974 essay by the same name, which is widely available online.
4 Ibid., 12.
5 Ibid., 12.
6 Whatever their superficial enchantment, we should be wary of justifying this mode of demanding speech from the student from the form of power invoked by Foucault in his reduction of the "repressive hypothesis," where power is said to be exercised not by means of interdictions of speech, but through its exception.
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and Copenhagen, Denmark among other places, followed each time by a roundtable discussion about the very questions raised by Joron and Ferretti that are documented in her ongoing film project. The question would be the answer to the question. "Are you happy?"

30 Peter Aguirre, "Mass and the Ideology of Form in Mexican Painting in Film," in Peter Aguirre and the Ideology of Form in Mexican Painting in Film, ed. Stephen H. Hinton (Hampton Press, 2000), 46.

31 The seems to be a general strategy in

Mondzain's work that establishes a new paradigm of the painted image production of the European 1500s as a process of reproduction, reprinting or reworking of the original image in the same way as an image in a book. And it is not only through the reproduction of the symbolic images that the reference is made to the field of discourse. The symbolic image does not refer to anything beyond itself but is itself a reference to itself. This does not mean that the image does not refer to anything beyond itself but only to the image in itself.

32 Peter Aguirre, "Mass and the Ideology of Form in Mexican Painting in Film," in Peter Aguirre and the Ideology of Form in Mexican Painting in Film, ed. Stephen H. Hinton (Hampton Press, 2000), 46.

I HAVE A DREAM

Annette Weisser

While preparing to write this text I had a dream. A didactic constellation: one female teacher, one male teacher, and two schoolgirls. With some urgency I ask the two teachers the following question: "But what is the opposite of language?" The woman answers "performance," the man replies "text." I turn to my fellow pupil, whose German is not so strong, in order to explain their words. My Japanese friend just smiles and presents me with a drawing she dashed off during the brief exchange. It demonstrates that she very well understood what has been said. For my part, I realize her drawing offers me a third possible answer to my question, and that my friend is now my teacher.

I see this dream as being linked in diverse ways to the basic theme of the conference "Everything is in Everything: From Aesthetic Education to Intellectual Emancipation," which I co-organized with my colleague Jason Smith in March 2017. How does the theory of art relate, in broad terms, to the practice of art? In an academic environment, how permeable, or reversible, are the power structures and the gender assignments? In what way are these structures and assignments subject to constant reproduction in language, and what would amount to the "opposite" of this language?

Let's switch to the classroom. Together with two tutors a small group of art students are working through a selection of texts by Jacques Rancière. This endeavor might be summed up as laborious grappling marked by frustration and occasional boredom relieved by intermittent flashes of excitement and understanding, which are amplified by the act of sharing. Philosophy as a primal experience: as the social experience of reciprocal mindfulness, but also as an almost physical sensation of reluctance, the feeling of being an inadequate beginner in a place that defines the promise of intellectual sovereignty. The purposed luxury of having two tutors at once turns out to be a necessary one because the posing of seemingly dumb questions has to be practiced as well. Among the texts that are being read together is Rancière's The Ignorant Schoolmaster, a highly complex illustration, and at the same time rupturing, of the classroom situation.
Why do artists subject themselves to this occasionally masochistic process? One common rejoinder is that the production of art, which is perceived as problematic because of its commodity character, undergoes "sublimation" in the course of the artworlds' intellectual endeavors. A rarely questioned art school dogma decrees that tackling philosophy and, more generally, theoretical texts makes artistic output more complex and interesting, thus enhances the quality of the product. (Another art school dogma, still prevalent at many German art academies, decrees of course exactly the opposite.) But as the analysis undertaken in recent years of "cognitive capitalism" has thoroughly demonstrated, knowledge and thinking are subject to the same market mechanisms as art objects and their production. (This is reflected by, among other things, the countless new Ph.D. programs for artists.) In my view, this actual process of sublimation receives too little attention. Teachers rely rather on theoretical meteorites striking with such impact that, somehow or another, the students' production will be propelled on the right orbit. Sticking with the metaphor, it is not necessarily the case that the material from the neighboring galaxy organically bonds with the existing structures of thought. And if no such bonding occurs, the theory just lies dormant, a foreign body in people's minds, or a hardcover fetish that lies about, unread, in artists' studios.

So how can creative, even subversive, energy be derived from this impact? One suggestion: affirmatively occupying the gap between theory and artistic practice, by moving away from the academisms of either field and towards confident and self-reflexive dilettantism. This minimal shift in valuations can be directly experienced as empowerment: just as a hybrid engine wins energy when accelerating and braking alike, so it is a question of making the inner reluctance felt when working through arduous texts part of the way the text is understood. This experience of reluctance, of being overwhelmed, amounts to negative intellectual energy, and as such it is a resource that can be put to productive use. If such a shift is negotiated successfully, authority is withdrawn from the text and restored to one's own mind, and intellectual emancipation occurs.

One might justifiably query whether the academy, of all places, is the right place to practice dilettantism. But for the sake of argument let us assume the current situation to be one in which the academies, having lost their monopoly over the production of knowledge, are seeking to regain command by expanding the copyright, patenting, global standardization and certification of knowledge, research, and the like. An institution that sees itself as progressive might respond to such a situation by renouncing precisely this function of control, and instead position itself as a node within a network of public institutions, reading groups, hackers and similar non-aligned temporary associations. Such an institution would not do so in a way that buries acceptance and strives for street credibility, but would make resources available and offer equal partners the possibility of exchange. By necessity, it would be a matter of transcending the dichotomy of inside and outside within the institutional power structure, and of viewing dilettantism and professionalism as two poles within a continuous and fluid process. The day-to-day reality of most creative workers is characterized by such fluidity. The experience of how differently one and the same text "performs" depending on whether it is read inside or outside an institutional context would fall by the wayside, but there are more and more signs that the idea of "outside" is a romantic notion from the twentieth century, and whether one attends an academy or the public school in order to meet the demands of cognitive capitalism or to learn how to put up resistance to the latter, it comes down to much the same thing in the end.

(Note to self: Organize conference on dilettantism)

But what would a potential form for this affirmative occupation of the gap between two (or more) disciplines be? With the benefit of hindsight I would say we gave too little consideration to this question while preparing the conference. Hardly surprisingly, the choice of the conference format privileges exclusive academic discourse, and for that reason a certain ability to hold one's own in such an environment was among the criteria for selecting the artist speakers. In the wider conference setting it proved impossible to reproduce something achieved, over and over again, in the smaller groups, namely the collective attempts to grasp the concepts, the links forged between the theoretical reading matter and personal experience. The vast majority of the audience of art students and artists stayed silent. This silence was all the more grave because the conference was aimed at intellectual emancipation. The exploration of new formats in which the three communication modes of text, performance and drawing are placed as equals alongside each other, and every participant is at once teacher and pupil, actor and observer—that is, as becomes clear to me while writing, the stuff of my dream. The Graduate Studies in Art program at Art Center, with
its strong focus on philosophy, would be an ideal place for future experiments. I think, for instance, of the structure of an international soccer tournament: beginning with sixteen work groups, the main theses emerge in the course of two weeks and play against each other in the grand finale. In order to avoid unnecessary bloodshed, the rulebook would best be borrowed from the UNO.

Let us return to the classroom. “Equality” is on today’s agenda. Based on Joseph Jaconi’s axiom of the equality of intelligences, Jacques Rancière develops the inconceivable idea that “equality” already exists. Not as a distant promise, as the reward to be redeemed at the end of a war successfully waged against global capitalism, but as a hypothesis requiring constant actualization. The sporadic rejection practiced on the micro-level of modes of behavior aimed at dominance and exploitation makes it possible to experience, situationally, in the here-and-now, the remote goal of social equality, and this experience, having actually taken place, functions as an agent of social change. So let’s actualize, say the clever students: With professors’ salaries including medical insurance, it’s easy enough for you to talk about revolution. Whereas we pay a lot of money to gain access to a system you constantly discredit, although you participate in it just like all those who simply sell their art in galleries and are content to do so. And, clever students, you’re absolutely right.
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